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Business Infrastructure Control



Virtually every large company has a multi-vendor 
infrastructure and is joined with the Internet of 
Everything. BICS is the comprehensive platform for 
meshing your ITOM tools securely and smoothly.

Next-Generation ITOM is Multi-Vendor

To keep IT services available and running more 
efficiently, Auconet BICS provides rich data and 
multiple views on each device in the underlying 
physical infrastructure – in real time – enabling new, 
faster ways to solve problems and accomplish tasks. 

Lower Costs, Higher Availability

Manage the entire network from one screen. 
Navigate to and control any network device and 
endpoint. Auconet BICS provides the “single source 
of truth” and delivers the strongest possible 
foundation for ITOM, today and going forward.

Centralized Infrastructure Control

“Auconet provides a visionary 
solution. There is nothing
else like it.”
Siemens, 2014

All logos and trademarks are property of their respective owners.

Master your infrastructure
Control centrally
Accelerate next-generation ITOM



Companies partner with Auconet to 

deliver complete security and control of 

diverse infrastructures.

Experience real-time visibility and control of the entire 
network. BICS is the foundation for stronger, efficient 
operations and allows enterprises to derive higher 
value from existing ITOM tools. 

BICS’ single database for all IT infrastructure provides 
deeper enterprise-wide transparency. It eliminates the 
burden of reconciling asset data from different 
departments, locally and globally. 

Central understanding of every department’s or 
subsidiary’s tenant network, with consistent data 
detail, helps ensure uniform levels of control, resolve 
incidents quickly, and support high availability. 

IT Operations  Boost services quality, cut costs, and 
support SLA fulfillment via automation, based on your 
policies.

Finance  Track all port and bandwidth usage for 
complete, accurate cost allocation. 

Maintenance  Lower costs and reduce service calls via 
automated self-healing and data on device state, 
location, and history.

Workforce Effectiveness  Command and control up to 
30x more infrastructure with the same staff. 

The Internet of Everything  Interact securely and 
productively with an exploding universe of devices and 
sensors. 

Look beyond tools. Take a master view

Engineered for vast enterprise 

networks. On-premises or cloud-based  

and fully multi-tenant capable.

Up to 25% of network devices are undetected. You 
cannot manage what you cannot see, nor can you bill 
for it, nor protect it.

Auconet BICS provides extremely fast, exhaustive 
network discovery with detailed views of each physical 
asset, ports, and uplinks. BICS immediately finds all 
your switches, routers, and endpoints – including those 
which popular tools and legacy solutions miss – 
enabling 100% network visibility in real time.

Free of blind spots, IT staff can run a large network 
with dramatically reduced risk and expense, making a 
range of activities faster and more successful: 

Quickly identify and resolve problems at any 
device, using 3D navigation to ports, links, and 
cards, plus rich data on properties of each device.

Configure entire new offices remotely, rather 
than send highly trained staff.

Provide real-time data on any devices (printers, 
servers, etc.) to support outsourcing and 
predictive maintenance. 

Configure thousands of endpoints for software 
updates, with no human effort or errors.

Flying blind takes the vision out of IT

Trusted by Global 1000 leaders including 

BASF, Siemens, and Deutsche Bahn, 

controlling millions of endpoints.

Auconet BICS is the comprehensive foundation for the 
integration of all IT Operation Management areas.

Built on the latest technology and decades of 
experience, Auconet BICS was designed to exceed the 
real-world challenges of global enterprises, based on 
three core design principles ...

Multi-vendor
Multi-tenant
Multi-function

Vendor Independence  IT operators have visibility and 
control of all devices and endpoints with BICS, 
regardless of manufacturer, model, and version. 

Multi-Tenant  With BICS, it’s simple to oversee 
hundreds of networks – dealerships, branch offices, or 
franchises, or managed service customers. 100% 
multi-tenant across all functions, BICS lets central 
operators see and support every tenant network’s IT 
infrastructure. 

Multi-Function  BICS supports and complements 
numerous ITOM functions. Beyond its role as a unifying 
platform, BICS is so capable in several areas that 
customers find they can forego acquiring certain point 
solutions. Some customers, for example, would need 
several network monitoring tools to equal the fully 
integrated, real-time visual monitoring of BICS.
BICS’ single database and central control across the 
enterprise infrastructure run vast IT networks and 
services smoothly.

Advance to the next-generation ITOM
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With Auconet, you can control any network. Today. 

ITOM tools often accumulate with no master plan
The larger, more complex, and multi-vendor your infrastructure and the set 

of tools used for operations management, the greater the value you will 

build by leveraging Auconet’s Business Infrastructure Control Solution. 

ITOM is, and will remain, multi-vendor
Change and updates are expensive and high risk. Integration of data among 

multi-vendor applications is often repeated with each update. 

Auconet BICS provides and constantly updates one master database for all 

IT infrastructure, enabling seamless, efficient, and non-disruptive central 

management of even the largest dynamic and heterogeneous networks. 

Over time, most ITOM tools integrate easily with BICS at the database and 

interface levels.

ITOM tools are more efficient and powerful within a master framework
BICS delivers a master view, based on a combination of visual perspective 

and detailed, consistent data – a language that every department and 

business unit can understand and apply. 

Master your infrastructure
ITOM quickly becomes more efficient and manageable with 100% visibility 

and control. Auconet BICS opens the door to next-generation IT operations 

management 


